
Technology Advisory
Leveraging smart tech to drive innovation
Powerful forces such as globalisation and rapid technological change are disrupting traditional business models. By working 
with Grant Thornton, you’ll better understand these forces and their impact. We can formulate solutions to keep you ahead of 
disruptive change and support your innovation ambition by exploiting technology.
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Data analytics and dashboards  
The Grant Thornton team will help you to develop a strong 
data foundation, analyse that data and harness the power 
of the information you hold to improve your business 
performance and monetise data opportunities.

Our services include:

• Data visualisation / dashboard design and development

• Data quality and governance

• Evaluation of BI tools and programme management

Cyber security & IT risk management  
We help you understand your current exposure to cyber 
security risk and support you to develop an effective 
security strategy. We help you to respond rapidly and 
forensically in the event of a breach. 

Our services include:

• Cyber security assessment, governance and strategy

• Vulnerability assessment & penetration testing

• NESA and ISO 27001 consultancy

• IT audit / health check

• ERP pre / post implementation review

Digital transformation 
We aim to support organisations to fully 
leverage the possibilities and opportunities of 
new technologies and their impact in a more 
innovative way.

Our services will help you to conduct some 
of the intense digital transformation services, 
which include:

• Digital health check, strategy and roadmap

• Digital vendor evaluation and programme 
management

• Robotic process automation

Strategy and governance
Grant Thornton supports organisations to 
develop, implement and review IT strategies in 
alignment with business strategies, put in place 
effective command-and-control structures, 
continuously monitor performance and 
implement an optimised architecture design. 

Our services include:

• IT strategy and roadmap

• IT policy and process, service and 
performance management

• Business process re-engineering, system 
/ vendor selection and programme 
management

• VAT – system impact assessment and 
implementation management
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Unlocking your technology potential

George brings over 18 years of professional experience within advisory gained across 
projects in the United States, Europe and the Middle East. 

He possesses global exposure and experience of serving clients in digital transformation 
and technology advisory services across various industries including banking and financial 
services, hospitality & real estate, FMCG, education, healthcare, telecom, NGOs and oil & 
gas sectors.

George is recognised for adding considerable value to his clients, whilst ensuring their 
upmost priorities and challenges are addressed. He is a strategic leader who is known to 
analyse the micro and macro environment of his clients to ensure the best digital solutions 
are delivered to further unlock their potential to grow.

He has delivered a number of trainings and thematic presentations around the region 
on digital transformation and cyber security, along with being a member of the Board of 
Trustees of People to People International.

Avik brings over 12 years of cross-industry and international experience in management 
consulting primarily focusing on digital transformation and technology advisory.

Avik’s career highlights to-date include leading complex digital transformation in high 
pressure / high profile scenarios; developing complex technology strategies for clients in 
multiple industry verticals; managing operational enhancement programmes delivering 
efficiency gains and cost savings; and developing detailed governance and cyber security 
frameworks spanning multiple corporate functions.

He has extensive sector experience and has worked with a number of local and international 
companies in the region who operate within government / public sector, oil & gas, shipping 
and port management, financial services, retail, utilities, education and media.

Avik is an expert in technology advisory services primarily focusing on digital transformation, 
strategy and governance, data analytics and visualisation, cyber security and IT risk 
management.
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